[Common clinical medical combinations with Shenfu injection based on 25 704 electronic medical records].
Shenfu injection is a common clinical medicine. To explore the common clinical medical combinations with Shenfu injection the real world, 25 704 patients who used Shenfu injection were selected from the hospital information system (HIS) database established by Clinical and Basic Research Institute for Traditional Chinese Medicine of China Academy of Chinese Medical Sciences. The association rules were applied in a correlation analysis on common medical combinations with Shenfu injection in the patients. According to the findings, when Shenfu injection was combined with a single medicine in clinic, the ratio of using Omeprazole, Lidocaine or Furosemide were respectively 22.19%, 20.32%, 19.61%; when Shenfu injection was combined with two medicines, the top three medical combinations were respectively midazolam + omeprazole (11.01%), lidocaine + omeprazole (10.8%) and propofol + midazolam (10.76%); when Shenfu injection was combined with three medicines, the top three medical combinations were respectively propofol + fentany + midazolam (8.83%), remifentanil + propofol + midazolam (8.77% ) and propofol + midazolam + omeprazole (8.77%). According to the further analysis, the combination of Shenfu injection and Propofol + Fentany + Midazolam may reduce the incidence of hypotension and bradycardia during anesthesia, accelerate recovery after anesthesia and relieve the synergistic effect after anesthesia. The combination of Shenfu injection and furosemide may show the synergistic effect in treating the acute left ventricular failure by reducing the returned blood volume and increasing the myocardial contractile force and vitality. The combination of Shenfu injection and Omeprazole may play the synergistic effect in shortening the digestive tract ulcer healing time, reducing the ulcer recurrence and preventing hemorrhagic shock and stress ulcer caused by shock in treating ulcer hemorrhage.